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　　Abstract　　The optimal model and simulating model of the Hanjiang cascade reservoi rs operation with one day as i ts calculating peri-
od are established to coordinate the cont radict ions betw een pow er generat ing and shipping.The optimal model is solved by progressive op-

t imality algorithm method adopting the theory of large system decomposing and coordinat ing.By analyzing the w ater allocation result s ob-
t ained f rom six schemes , w hich are tw o cascades , f our cascades and seven cascades joint operation considering shipping or not , the contra-

dict ion degree betw een pow er generating and shipping is investigated and some joint operation schemes are proposed.

　　Keywords:　cascade , power generating , contradiction , shipping, optimal operation.

1　General situation of the cascades

1.1　Cascades hydropower plants

Hanjiang River is one of the longest tributaries of

Yang tse River , originating f rom Ningqiang county of

Shaanxi province and flowing through Shaanxi

province and Hubei province.Hanjiang River is

1567 km long in total , and 709 km of i t in ShaanXi

province runs through Hanzhong and Ankang regions

from the east to the west.

The upper reaches of Hanjiang f rom Yangxian

county to Baihe county in Shaanxi province is 443 km

long , and its total head falls is about 280 m high.
With abundant water pow er resources , its total head

falls is about 280m high , its exploitable installed ca-
pacity is about 212.75×104 kW , and its annual ener-
gy output is about 69.73×108 kW·h.Seven cascades

have been planned on the main stem of Hanjiang up-
per reaches , which are Huangjinxia (10×10

4
kW),

Shiquan (13.5 ×10
4
kW), Xihe (18 ×10

4
kW),

Ankang (85.25×10
4
kW), Xunyang (32×

10
4
kW), Shuhe (27×10

4
kW), and Jiahe (27×

10
4
kW), f rom the upper reaches to the low er reach-

es[ 1 ,2] .The schematic diagram of the seven cascades

is show n in Fig.1.

Among the seven cascades , only Shiquan and

Ankang hydropower stations have been constructed ,
and Shiquan hydropower stat ion began to generate

elect ricity in power netw ork in 1975.In practical op-
eration , Shiquan modulates peaks to meet the net-
wo rk demand , which brings adverse inf luences to the

low er reaches.

Since four big and one small generating units of

Ankang hydropow er station have been installed to use

in 1992 , the f ive units have played an important role

in modulating peaks fo r the electric netwo rk of

Shaanxi province.The Shaanxi network depends

mainly on the w ater pow er stations located on the

Hanjiang upper reaches to modulate peaks so Shiquan

and Ankang are key plants for modulating peaks , es-
pecially Ankang.Ankang has generated 159×108 kW
·h energy accumulatively f rom 1990 to 1999 , co rre-
sponding to 80% tasks of modulating peaks in aver-
age.

In the near future plan , namely the four cascades

plan , Xihe and Xunyang hydropow er stations w ill be

developed.Xihe hydropower station has begun to

build at June 26 , 2003.The const ruction of the four

cascades w ill make Shiquan , Xihe , Ankang and Xun-
yang reservoirs end to end to improve the shipping ef-
ficiency.In the long future plan , all cascades w ill be

completed and the w aterw ay will be channelized so

the navigation conditions w ill be greatly improved.



Fig.1.　Schemat ic diagram of the seven cascades.

1.2　Present status of the waterways

The shipping in Hanjiang has a long history.
Early in 107 BC there had been histo rical records of

shipping , and the low er reaches of Mianxian county

w as navigable.However , the navigable channel w as

short of regulation in a long period , and it is st ill in a

natural state.Low g rade of the channel results in low

transport capaci ty.

The w aterw ay from Hanjiang river to Mianxian

county is only suitable to t ransport logs , not to navi-
gate;that f rom Mianxian county to Yangxian county

is plain reach wi th 112 km long and low riversides ,
and at present is innavigable;that f rom Yangxian

county to Weimen county with 65 km long passes

through Huangjinxia gorge and is able to run 20 t

ships;that from Weimen county to Shiquan with

65 km long belongs to the Shiquan reservoir channel ,
and is able to run 100 t ships;that f rom Shiquan to

Xihe w ith 48km long discharges unsteadily because of

Shiquan modulating peaks , and it is able to run 50 t

ships w hen Shiquan releases w ater and generates en-
ergy , and is not able to run ships w hen Shiquan stops

generating energy ;that f rom Xihe to Ankang with

128 km long and bet ter navigation condi tions belongs

to the Ankang reservoir channel , and is able to run

100 t ships normally , which is the most important

shipping base of the Hanjiang upper reaches;that
from Ankang to Baihe with 164 km long is go rge w a-
terw ay , and is appropriate to run 100 t ships af ter ab-
orative regulation.

1.3 　Contradictions between pow er generation and

shipping

The ship-passing-through facilities w ere not built

synchronously w hen const ructing dams of Shiquan

and Ankang , so the channels used to be checkless be-
come the segmented channels.Though the minimum

flow of shipping w as considered in design , in practical

operation , the benefit s of pow er generation of stations

are excessively considered , and the stations often do

no t discharge the base load flow according to the de-
sign.Only w hen modulat ing peaks , the station dis-
charge is focused on the peak hours , causing the steep

rising and falling of the w ater level.Therefo re , the
periods suitable fo r shipping are ext remely short and

the shipping conditions are very bad.Additionally ,
the cascades are not const ructed continuously , the de-
velopment of shipping falls across many dif ficulties.
The minimum flow of shipping cannot be guaranteed ,
so the shipping nearly canno t operate normally .To
coordinate the conflicts between hydropower genera-
tion and shipping , and bring the cascades of t runk

st ream of the Hanjiang upper reaches into full play ,
optimal allocation schemes are proposed to investigate

the deg ree of the interaction betw een the tw o sides

under the conditions of considering o r not considering

the shipping demand.

The future plan fo r the shipping on the t runk

st ream of the Hanjiang upper reaches are:canalizat ion
is realized in the channels from Yangxian county to

Danjiangkou , of w hich the channel between Yangxi-
an county and Ankang w ill be built into the Ⅴ g rade

channel with 300 t t raffic capacity and between

Ankang and Danjiangkou into the Ⅳ g rade channel

w ith 400 t t raffic capacity.

The navig at ion st ructure of each cascade of the

fi rst shipping section adopts the 100 t(in the near fu-
ture)—300 t(in the long run)ship lif ts project , and
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that of the second shipping section adopts the 300 t

(in the near future)—500 t (in the long run)ship

locks project.

2　Optimal models of power generating and
shipping

In order to coo rdinate the conflict betw een pow er

generating and shipping and fully utilize the abundant

w ater resources of the master st ream of the Hanjiang

upper reaches , the principle of system engineering is

used.Under the condit ions of ensuring the minimum

discharg ing f low (considering shipping demand)and

the firm output of each hydropower station , cascade
stations on the Hanjiang upper reaches are operated to

meet the requirements of power generating and ship-
ping , and the operation schemes are optimized to pro-
vide scientific bases fo r the development and operation

of the Hanjiang cascades[ 3 ,4] .

2.1　Object funct ion

At present , among the seven cascades , only Shi-
quan station and Ankang station have been complet-
ed.So six schemes of math models are considered

here , which are tw o cascades joint operation schemes

of Shiquan and Ankang , four cascades joint operation

schemes of Shiquan , Xihe , Ankang , and Xunyang

S tations in the near future , and seven cascades joint

operation schemes of the above four stations together

w ith Huangjinxia , Shuhe , and Jiahe stations in the

long run.The three schemes are classif ied separately

into tw o schemes further , considering shipping and

not considering shipping , there are six schemes in all.

The aim of the optimal models is to max imize the

mean annual energy output of the cascades under the

conditions of satisfying the demands of shipping and

o ther comprehensive water applicat ions:

Pmax =Max ∑
J

j=1
∑
T

t=1
∑
M

m=1
Nm(j , t)Δt , (1)

where Nm(j , t)=kmQp , m(j , t)Hm(j , t)(Qp ,m(j , t),
Hm(j , t), and km are the power release flux , the w a-

ter head , the output coef ficient of the m station at

the t time step of j year);Δt is the time step;J is

the number of the total calculated year , namely , the
leng th of the data series , j=1 , 2 , …, J (J =23);T
is the total periods of time in one year , t=1 ,2 , … , T
(T =365 o r 366 day s);M is the number of the cas-
cade station , m =1 , 2 , … ,M (M =7);Nm(j , t)is
the output of the m station at the t time step.Units

of the above variables are as follow s:The unit of

reservoir sto rage is m 3 , f low is m3/ s , water head is

m , output is kW , and Δt=24 h.

2.2　Const rained conditions

2.2.1　Restricts of reservoir w ater balance

Vm(j , t +1)
　　= Vm(j , t)+(Qin , m(j , t)-Qout , m(j , t)

　　　-3600Qloss , m(j , t))Δt , (2)
where V m(j , t+1)is the reservoi r storage of the m

reservoir at the end of the t time step of j year ,
Vm(j , t)is the reservoir storage of the m reservoir

at the beginning of the t time step of j year;
Q in , m(j , t), Qout , m(j , t)(including the pow er re-

lease Qp , m(j , t)and surplus water Qs , m(j , t)),
and Q loss , m(j , t)are the input flow , the output

f low , and the evaporating and seepage loss of the m

reservoir at the t time step of j year.

2.2.2　Restricts of w ater balance of the node

Flow dispatching should satisfy the conditions of

w ater balance of the node.

Q′in, m(j , t)=Q′out ,m-1(j , t)+Q′local , m(j , t)

-Q′tot , m(j , t), (3)

where Q′in , m(j , t), Q′local , m(j , t), and Q′tot , m(j , t)
are the input flow , the local inflow , and the total

comprehensive utilization flow of the m node at the t

t ime step of j year , and Q′out , m-1(j , t)is the output

f low of the (m -1)node at the t time step of j

year.

2.2.3　Restricts of output f low

Qmin , m(j , t)≤ Qout , m(j , t)≤ Qmax , m(j , t),
(4)

where Qmin ,m(j , t)=max(Qbasic , m(j , t), Qfirm, m(j , t))
(Qbasic , m(j , t)is the basic flow of the m stat ion

downst ream channel , and Q firm , m(j , t)is the f low

fo r generat ing firm output or the minimum discharge

of the turbine of the m station at the t time step of j

year), and Qmax , m(j , t)is the maximum release of

the m station at the t time step of j year.

2.2.4　Restricts of output of hydropower station

Nmin , m ≤Nm(j , t)≤Nmax , m , (5)

∑
M

m=1
Nm(j , t)≥ N to t , (6)

where Nmin , m and Nmax , m are the minimum and max-
imum allowed output of the m station , respectively ,
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Nmin , m is the minimum technical output and N max , m

is the installed capacity of the m station;N tot is the

total fi rm output of cascades.

2.2.5　Restricts of reservoir storage

V min , m(t)≤ Vm(j , t)≤ V max , m(t), (7)

where V min , m(t)and Vmax , m(t)are the minimum

and the maximum reservoir storage of the m reservoi r

at the t time step , respectively .

2.2.6　Restrict of w ater head

Hmin , m ≤Hm(j , t)≤Hmax , m , (8)

where Hmin , m and Hmax , m are the minimum and max-
imum allowed w ater head of the m reservoir , respec-
tively.

2.2.7　Restricts of the nonnegative variables

All variables are nonnegat ive.

2.3　Methods fo r solving the model

2.3.1　Model decomposing

The models are solved by using the large system

decomposing and coordinating method.The whole

sy stem is decomposed into two subsy stems by Ankang

station.The cascade up Ankang is the subsy stem 1 ,
the cascade below Ankang is the subsystem 2.The
tw o subsystems have their own rest rictions w hile be-
ing coordinated by the coordination variable , and

there is only relation between the tw o subsystems.
Decompose the optimal function in Eq.(1)as

P max =Max ∑
J

j =1
∑
T

t=1
∑
M

m=1
Nm(j , t)Δt

=Max ∑
J

j =1
∑
T

t=1
∑
M
1

m=1
Nm(j , t)Δt

+∑
M

m+M
1

Nm(j , t)Δt

=Max ∑
J

j =1
∑
T

t=1
∑
M
1

m=1
Nm(j , t)Δt

+Max ∑
J

j=1
∑
T

t=1
∑
M

m=M
1

Nm(j , t)Δt

=L 1 +L 2. (9)

Here , M 1 =3 and M =7.The two subsystems are

combined by the conjunction equation (3).

2.3.2　Model coordinating

Af ter decomposing the math model , the subsys-
tems are solved respectively .Fo r the w hole system ,

when the basic f low in subsystem 2 does not satisfy

the demand of shipping , subsystem 1 should compen-
sate subsystem 2 for the discharge , so that satisfying

answers can be obtained.Supposing Q com(j , t)is the
discharge compensated by subsy stem 1 when subsy s-
tem 1 is solved individually , the formula below should

be satisfied

Qin ,4(j , t)≥Qout ,3(j , t)+Qlocal ,4(j , t)
-Q tot , 4(j , t)+Q com(j , t).(10)

Here , Qin , 4(j , t)is used as the co rresponding w are

of the whole system , Q in ,4(j , t), Q out , 3(j , t),
Q lo cal , 4(j , t), and Q tot , 4(j , t)are the input flow of

the fourth station , the output flow of the third sta-
tion , the local f low between the third station and the

fourth station , and the total comprehensive utilizat ion

f low of the fourth station.

It s iterat ive fo rmula is

Q
l+1
4 (j , t)=Q

l
4(j , t)+Q

l
com(j , t), (11)

Q com(j , t)can be obtained iteratively until the condi-

tion Q
l
com(j , t)-Q

l+1
com(j , t) ≤εis satisfied , l is

the number of alternating time.

2.3.3　Sing le reservoir optimal solut ion

POA method(progressive opt imality algo rithm)
is adopted to solve the optimal model of the sing le

reservoir.It is an approach to solve the problem of

mul ti-phase decision-making , which regulates the de-
cision-making answ ers of tw o phases in the multi-
phase from the beginning of a possible answer of the

mul ti-phase.The calculation is repeated unt il the re-
sult is convergent to an exclusive optimal operat ion

line.The POA method is monotony convergent , and
the optimal answ er can be searched out without need-
ing to disperse the state variables

[ 5]
.

3　Results and analysis of the optimal models

Shiquan reservoir is a quarter storage reservoir ,
Ankang is a year sto rage reservoir , and the other five

cascades are day storage reservoirs.Adopting the 23-
year (1974.7—1997.6)natural runof f data , taking
one day as one time step , thus 365 or 366(leap year)
t ime steps in one year , carrying out long series calcu-
lation , the no rmal annual energy output , guaranteed
probability of power generation , guaranteed probabil-
ity of shipping , ratio of surplus w ater release , utiliza-
tion ratio of pow er release , output of basic load , and
output of peak load , and so on , are calculated by the

optimal models.Results are show n in Table 1 and

Table 2.
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Table 1.　Result s of opt imal calculation of Hanjiang cascadesa)

Stations

Normal annual

energy output

(×108 kw·h)

Guaranteed

probabili ty of power

generat ing(%)

Guaranteed

probabilit y of

shipping (%)

Rat io of su rplus

w ater release

(%)

Uti lization

rat io of energy

release(%)

Huangjinxia

S cheme Ⅰ — — — — —

S cheme Ⅱ — — — — —

S cheme Ⅲ — — — — —

S cheme Ⅳ — — — — —

S cheme Ⅴ 4.46 82.06 65.38 60.2 39.8

S cheme Ⅵ 4.46 82.06 65.38 60.2 39.8

Shiquan

S cheme Ⅰ 6.42 89.24 93.72 63.6 42.4

S cheme Ⅱ 6.42 89.24 92.24 63.6 42.4

S cheme Ⅲ 6.42 89.24 93.72 63.6 42.4

S cheme Ⅳ 6.42 89.24 92.24 63.6 42.4

S cheme Ⅴ 6.39 83.99 88.67 58.1 41.9

S cheme Ⅵ 6.40 86.29 73.83 57.7 42.3

Xihe

S cheme Ⅰ — — — — —

S cheme Ⅱ — — — — —

S cheme Ⅲ 5.65 83.00 94.76 71.9 28.1

S cheme Ⅳ 5.65 83.00 92.79 71.9 28.1

S cheme Ⅴ 5.67 84.07 91.37 72.1 27.9

S cheme Ⅵ 5.66 85.54 86.13 71.9 28.1

Ankang

S cheme Ⅰ 26.53 90.03 94.76 76.3 23.7

S cheme Ⅱ 26.53 91.16 92.79 76.3 23.8

S cheme Ⅲ 26.53 90.03 96.20 76.3 23.7

S cheme Ⅳ 26.53 91.16 94.72 76.3 23.8

S cheme Ⅴ 26.67 90.13 95.03 76.1 23.9

S cheme Ⅵ 26.61 90.93 92.04 76.2 23.8

Xunyang

S cheme Ⅰ — — — — —

S cheme Ⅱ — — — — —

S cheme Ⅲ 9.27 90.28 90.28 77.7 22.3

S cheme Ⅳ 9.47 90.56 90.56 79.5 20.5

S cheme Ⅴ 9.26 90.19 97.28 77.7 22.3

S cheme Ⅵ 9.47 91.48 92.92 79.4 20.6

Shuhe

S cheme Ⅰ — — — — —

S cheme Ⅱ — — — — —

S cheme Ⅲ — — — — —

S cheme Ⅳ — — — — —

S cheme Ⅴ 9.42 90.80 97.93 76.8 23.2

S cheme Ⅵ 9.62 92.85 92.97 78.3 21.7

Jiahe

S cheme Ⅰ — — — — —

S cheme Ⅱ — — — — —

S cheme Ⅲ — — — — —

S cheme Ⅳ — — — — —

S cheme Ⅴ 8.41 90.29 90.29 82.6 17.4

S cheme Ⅵ 8.56 91.29 91.29 84.1 15.9

　　a)“ —”Without calculated data.

　　Because Xihe and Xunyang reservoirs are day

storage ones , the calculated results of Shiquan and

Ankang reservoirs in Scheme Ⅰ and Scheme Ⅱ are

the same as those in Scheme Ⅲ and Scheme Ⅳ, re-
spectively .

3.1　Normal annual energy output

3.1.1　Two cascades joint operation

The normal annual energy output of Shiquan and
Ankang stations in Scheme Ⅰ increase 1.9% and
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-5.3% respectively comparing to their design values

of 6.3×108 kW·h and 28×108 kW·h.

3.1.2　Four cascades joint operation

In the four cascades joint operation , the mean

daily w ater consumption of shiplock (300 t)of Xun-
yang station is 11.62 m

3
/ s.The w ater consumption

of Shiquan , Xihe and Ankang stations are too small to

be considered , fo r shiplift s w ill be const ructed in the

three dams.

Compared to their design values , the normal an-
nual energy outputs of Shiquan , Xihe , Ankang and

Xunyang stations in Scheme Ⅲ increase 1.9%,
14.4%, -5.3%, and 15.9%, respectively , and in

Scheme Ⅳ , increase 1.9%, 14.4%, -5.3%, and
18.4%, respect ively .The total normal annual energy

output of four cascades in Scheme Ⅳ is 0.2×108 kW
·h more than that in Scheme Ⅲ.The to tal normal

annual energy output of considering shipping is slight-
ly lower than that of not considering shipping , but
the total normal annual energy output of the four sta-
tions can reach the design value in any schemes.

3.1.3　Seven cascades joint operation

In the seven cascades joint operation , the navig a-
tion structures of the three stations below Ankang

reservoi r , which are Xunyang , Shuhe and Jiahe sta-
tion , are shiplocks(500 t).The daily average w ater

consumption of each shiplock is 12.5 m
3
/ s.

Compared to their design values , the normal an-
nual energy output of the seven cascades in

Scheme Ⅴ f rom the upper reaches to the lower reach-
es increase 0%, 1.4%, 14.8%, -4.8%, 15.8%,
-0.6%, and 7.8%, respectively , and in

Scheme Ⅵ , increase 0%, 1.6%, 14.6%, -4.9%,
18.4%, 1.5%, and 9.7%, respectively .The to tal

normal annual energ y output of the seven cascades in

Scheme Ⅴ is 1.9%more than the design value , and
in Scheme Ⅵ is 2.6% more than the design value.
The to tal normal annual energy output of Scheme Ⅵ
is 0.5×108 kW·h mo re than that of Scheme Ⅴ.

Therefore , when considering shipping , the nor-
mal annual energy output of the six schemes are af-
fected more or less.

3.2　Guaranteed probability of pow er generating

The guaranteed probabili ty of pow er generating

of Ankang station in Scheme Ⅳ is 1.13% higher

than that in Scheme Ⅲ , and Xunyang in Scheme Ⅳ
is 0.28%higher than that in Scheme Ⅲ.

The probabilities of power generating of the sev-
en cascades in Scheme Ⅴ are 0%, 2.30%, 1.47%,
0.80%, 1.29%, 2.05%, and 1.00% lower than

those of in Scheme Ⅵ .The power generating proba-
bility decreases w hen shipping is considered , but the
power generating probabilities of the six kinds of

schemes are all higher than their design values.

3.3　Guaranteed probability of shipping

The guaranteed probability of shipping in this

paper refers to the proportion of the days w hen the

output flow are no less than the basic flow of shipping

during 8401 day s in 23 years.

The guaranteed probabilities of shipping of Shi-
quan in Scheme Ⅰ and Scheme Ⅲ are 93.72% and

92.24%, respect ively , and those of Ankang are

94.76% and 92.79%, respectively .

In practical operat ion , because Shiquan and

Ankang reservoirs modulate peaks , the tw o reservoirs

discharge discontinuously and affect the shipping.In
the four cascades plan , af ter Xihe hydropower stat ion
is completed , the backw ater of Xihe reservoir can

connect with the tailw ater of Shiquan reservoir , and
the low er reaches of Xihe can connect with Ankang ,
and then the problems of shipping interruption w ill be

readily solved.

The basic shipping f low of the four cascades are

80 m3/s f rom Shiquan station to Ankang station and

80 m
3
/ s from Ankang stat ion to Jiahe station , and

those of the seven cascades are 120 m3/ s f rom

Huangjinxia station to Ankang station , 190 m3/ s
f rom Ankang station to Jiahe station.

The guaranteed probabilities of shipping of each

shipping section in Scheme Ⅰ are 1.48%, 1.97%,
and 1.48% higher than those in Scheme Ⅱ , and

those in Scheme Ⅲ are 0%, 14.16%, 5.24%,
2.99%, 4.36%, and 4.96%, respectively , higher
than those in Scheme Ⅳ.Because Huangjinxia reser-
voi r is a day storage reservoir and the model adopts

one day as its time step , the guaranteed probability of

shipping f rom Huang jinxia stat ion to Shiquan stat ion

has no change.

In the above six schemes every station generates

the firm output.When stations generate the firm out-
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put , reservoirs dispatches can meet the need of the

basic shipping flow.Shiquan and Ankang take the

task of modulating peaks , so in practical control , first
of all the operat ion of the two stations satisfies the de-
mand of modulating peaks of the pow er system.
However , the characteristics of the units w hich take

the tasks to shave peaks are opening and stopping

continually to modulate the peaks in the morning and

evening.So the downstream water levels of stations

fluctuate acutely , and it is difficult to guarantee the

durative and steady f low and the normal shipping can

be af fected.

The results given above indicate that the schemes

of considering the basic shipping flow of the tw o cas-
cades , four cascades or seven cascades scheme w ill im-
prove the guaranteed probability of shipping of each

shipping section besides the section betw een

Huang jinxia stat ion and Shiquan station , and the

shipping guaranteed probability of cascades can reach

their design standards.

3.4　U tilization ratio of pow er release and ratio of

surplus w ater release

It can be seen from Table 1 that the utilization

ratio of power release and the ratio of surplus w ater

release of Scheme Ⅰ and SchemeⅡ are nearly equal.
The utilization ratio of power release and the ratio of

surplus w ater release of the four cascades are almost

the same besides that the rat io of surplus w ater release

of Xunyang station in Scheme Ⅲ is 1.8% higher

than that in Scheme Ⅳ.

The ratio of surplus water release of Xunyang ,
Shuhe and Jiahe stations in Scheme Ⅴ are 1.7%,
1.5%, and 1.5% respectively higher than those in

Scheme Ⅵ .The rat io of surplus w ater release and the

utilizat ion ratio of the energy release of the rest of the

cascades are basically equal.

The resul ts indicate that the ratio of surplus w a-
ter release increases slightly when shipping is consid-
ered.So the ratio of surplus w ater release can be

slightly affected w hen the shipping requirement is

considered.

3.5　Basic load output and peak load output

The results of the daily average output , the daily

average basic load output and the daily average peak

load output are show n in Table 2.

Table 2.　Results of dai ly average ou tput , basic load output and peak

load output a)

Stat ions

Daily

average
output

(×104 kW)

Daily

average basic
load output

(×104 kW)

Daily

average peak
load output

(×104 kW)

Huangjinxia

S cheme Ⅰ — — —

S cheme Ⅱ —

S cheme Ⅲ — — —

S cheme Ⅳ —

S cheme Ⅴ 5.09 1.37 3.72

S cheme Ⅵ 5.09

Shiquan

S cheme Ⅰ 7.33 1.67 5.66

S cheme Ⅱ 7.33

S cheme Ⅲ 7.33 1.67 5.66

S cheme Ⅳ 7.33

S cheme Ⅴ 7.29 2.80 4.49

S cheme Ⅵ 7.30

Xihe

S cheme Ⅰ — — —

S cheme Ⅱ —

S cheme Ⅲ 6.45 0.58 5.87

S cheme Ⅳ 6.45

S cheme Ⅴ 6.47 1.01 5.46

S cheme Ⅵ 6.46

Ankang

S cheme Ⅰ 30.27 4.21 26.06

S cheme Ⅱ 30.27

S cheme Ⅲ 30.27 4.21 26.06

S cheme Ⅳ 30.27

S cheme Ⅴ 30.34 8.00 22.43

S cheme Ⅵ 30.36

Xunyang

S cheme Ⅰ — — —

S cheme Ⅱ —

S cheme Ⅲ 10.58 1.60 8.98

S cheme Ⅳ 10.80

S cheme Ⅴ 10.57 2.84 7.73

S cheme Ⅵ 10.80

Shuhe

S cheme Ⅰ — — —

S cheme Ⅱ —

S cheme Ⅲ — — —

S cheme Ⅳ —

S cheme Ⅴ 10.75 2.37 8.02

S cheme Ⅵ 10.97

Jiahe

S cheme Ⅰ — — —

S cheme Ⅱ —

S cheme Ⅲ — — —

S cheme Ⅳ —

S cheme Ⅴ 9.59 2.92 6.67

S cheme Ⅵ 9.77

　　a)“ —”Without calculated data.

　　Because there is no consideration of the basic

shipping flow in SchemeⅡ, Scheme Ⅳ and Scheme Ⅵ ,
the stations only in these three schemes can concen-
t rate on regulat ing the peaks , and the output needs

no t to be classif ied as the basic load output and the

peak load output.In the four cascades , when ship-
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ping is considered , the daily average basic load output

of Shiquan , Xihe , Ankang , Xunyang stations ac-
count for thei r daily average output of 22.78%,
9.00%, 13.91%, and 15.12%, respect ively ;and
in the seven cascades , when shipping is considered ,
the daily average basic load output of Huang jinx ia ,
Shiquan , Xihe , Ankang , Xunyang , Shuhe , Jiahe

stations account for their daily average output of

26.92%, 38.41%, 15.61%, 26.36%, 26.87%,
22.05%, and 30.45%, respectively.The contradic-
tion between power generating and shipping is that

shipping demands the reservoir discharge w ater

smoothly , but peak modulating demands the reservoi r

discharge w ater collectively.The results of Scheme

Ⅰ , Scheme Ⅲ and Scheme Ⅴ show that the opera-
tion of the three kinds of schemes can meet the re-
quirements of shipping w hen the basic shipping flow

is considered.Whereas for power generating , the ca-
pacities of regulating peaks is reduced greatly so the

benefit s of regulat ing peaks of stations are impacted

g reatly.

4　Simulating models

Similar to the optimal model , the simulating

models fo r the above six schemes are established.The
results obtained from the simulation can be analyzed

compared w ith those of optimal models.

The daily average basic load output and the daily

average peak load output of Scheme Ⅲ of the four

cascades are show n in Fig.2 , and that of Scheme Ⅴ
and of the seven cascades are show n in Fig.3.

Fig.2.　The daily average output of the four cascades.

In the four cascades schemes of the simulating

models , when shipping is considered , the daily aver-
age basic load output of Shiquan , Xihe , Ankang , and
Xunyang stations account for their daily average out-
put of 24.3%, 9.8%, 15.0%, and 16.2%, respec-
tively;and in the seven cascades , when shipping

is considered , the daily average basic load output of

Fig.3.　The dai ly average output of the seven cascades.

Huangjinxia , Shiquan , Xihe , Ankang , Xunyang ,
Shuhe , and Jiahe stations account for their daily aver-
age output of 27.5%, 38.94%, 16.23%, 27.62%,
26.94%, 26.22%, and 30.36%, respectively.

The results obtained from the tw o kinds of mod-
els are nearly in agreement , and the conclusions ob-
tained are ident ical.

5　Conclusions and suggests

According the above analysis , some conclusions

and suggests can be obtained as follow s:

1)The w ater allocation between pow er generat-
ing and shipping of the Hanjiang upstream cascades

are calculated.The feasible reservoirs dispatching

schemes , which can meet the demands of pow er gen-
erating and shipping simultaneously , are proposed.
The scheme of the seven cascades joint operation are

obviously better than that of the four cascades and the

two cascades joint operation.The seven cascades joint

operation can generate more energy and peak load

output and increase the guaranteed probability of

shipping.

2)Shipping considered or not considered in Han-
jiang joint operat ion affects the normal annual energy

output , and it can af fect the capacity of the regulating

peaks and reduce the capacity of peak regulating .

3)Optimal allocation of cascades can improve

the shipping probability of most shipping sections

w hen shipping is considered , but the improvement is

obtained only by sacrif icing the benefits of peak regu-
lating.

4)A Hanjiang developing company is suggested

to set up , to manage shipping and power generating

all together , and to organize the implement of dis-
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patching schemes.

5)In the next work , we will collect the repre-
sentative day (wet day , median day , and dry day)
data , set the time step as one hour , study the daily

optimal operation ways of cascades , analy ze the con-
f lict coordination betw een peak regulating and ship-
ping in more details and find w ays to set tle the prob-
lem .
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